MENTAL FATIGUE AS A CONDITIONER OF THE TACTICAL AND PHYSICAL RESPONSE IN SOCCER PLAYERS: A PILOT STUDY
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ABSTRACT

Purpose. The aim of the study was to verify the effect of mental fatigue on tactical actions quality and the intensity of covered distance in soccer players.

Methods. Six U-15 male soccer players participated in this study (14.7 ± 0.59 years of age). For data collection, the FUT-SAT and GPSports® (SPI-HPU) systems were applied. To induce mental fatigue, the Stroop task was used for 20 minutes. The individuals were evaluated in 2 conditions: mental fatigue and control (with and without the Stroop task). Statistical analysis was performed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, t-test, and Wilcoxon test.

Results. The results displayed significant differences in actions related to principles of balance (p = 0.02), defensive unity (p < 0.01), and total defensive actions (p = 0.02), as well as in the covered distance in intensity related to zones 3 (p = 0.03) and 6 (p < 0.01). In mental fatigue, the players revealed a decrease in tactical action quality referring to movements that aimed at numerical stability in relations of opposition and at defending in unity and in block, and covered greater distances in zones 3 and 6.

Conclusions. Mental fatigue modified the players’ movement dynamics on the pitch with reference to the quality of tactical actions and covered distance intensity.
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Introduction

Mental fatigue is understood as the sensation experienced during or after long periods of cognitive activity, defined by fatigue and absence of energy [1, 2]. During a soccer game, mental fatigue can be generated through the heightened cognitive demand of players to recognize, process, and interpret much information simultaneously, anticipate opponent actions and make decisions under frequent time pressured situations [3, 4]. Studies have shown the effects of mental fatigue are related to reduction of the capability of processing information [5], maintaining high levels of attention [6], anticipating actions [7], and making decisions [8]. Furthermore, recent studies suggest that mental fatigue promotes negative effects in endurance activities [9], physical tests, and executing technical abilities [10].

According to literature, a theory that explains the regulation of physical performance is the psychobiological model proposed by Marcora, Staiano, and Manning [2]. In this model, such psychobiological aspects as perceptive and motivational ones are of great importance in regulating performance and exercise tolerance [11]. Marcora, Staiano, and Manning revealed the first empirical evidence that fatigue derived from a mental effort could impair physical performance [2]. Their study evidenced, in a constant load cycle ergome-
ter test, exhaustion in a reduced period when mental fatigue was induced compared with control conditions. No difference was found in physiological indicators such as oxygen uptake, heart rate, or lactate concentration between the control conditions and mental fatigue. Since this evidence, an increased interest in investigations that verify the effect of mental fatigue on sports performance, particularly in soccer, has been noticed [12–14].

Studies in soccer have indicated that mental fatigue impairs primarily physical and technical performance. For instance, in a study by Smith, Marcora, and Coutts [14], 10 individuals (among them, soccer players, Australian football players, and rugby players) performed a self-paced protocol with 6 different intensities (stand, walk, jog, run, fast run, and sprint) on a treadmill. Comparing the performance of the players between the control and experimental conditions, the results indicated a smaller total distance covered on the test, and also a smaller average speed at lower speed stages, like walk and jog, in mental fatigue. In another study, Smith et al. [10] investigated the effects of mental fatigue on maximal physical capabilities in recreational soccer players. When mentally fatigued, the subjects revealed a reduction of 16.3% of covered distance on the Yo-Yo intermittent recovery test, level 1.

Regarding technical variables, Smith et al. [10] identified that, beyond impairing physical performance, mental fatigue also influenced technical performance. In a technical test with kicking and passing fundamentals, the players presented a higher number of penalties by infractions on the passing test and also an inferior accuracy in kicking and ball speed while finishing on goal [10]. Badin et al. [13] verified the effects of mental fatigue in technical and physical performance in small-sided soccer games. Although the results did not display negative effect on the physical performance of the players, such as acceleration, number of sprints, and distance covered, the authors found a negative impact of mental fatigue on technical actions as passing and tackling. More recently, Coutinho et al. [15] observed mental fatigue effects on indicators of collective behaviours in small-sided games. Mental fatigue caused decrements in the team’s synchronization behaviours such as lateral synchronization, dispersion, and contraction speed. These papers demonstrate that understanding the effects of mental fatigue is considered a challenge for researchers in soccer [10, 12].

Despite the indications of negative effects of mental fatigue in physical, technical, cognitive, and collective behaviour performance in soccer [8, 10, 14, 15], investigation is necessary to identify possible influence of mental fatigue on tactical performance. Hence, interaction of tactical and physical aspects in this condition is also unknown. Considering the core tactical principles of soccer will provide information about the tactical performance embraced by players in these conditions. Therefore, this study aims to verify the effect of mental fatigue on the quality of tactical actions and in the intensity of covered distance in soccer players.

On the basis of the indicated evidence [8, 10, 13], the hypothesis of this study is that mental fatigue causes a decrease in tactical and physical performance of soccer players. Given the importance and difficulty of managing mental fatigue and its effect in soccer, investigating the consequences of this phenomenon will allow a better understanding of potential factors that influence sports performance [16].

**Material and methods**

**Participants**

The sample comprised 6 male soccer players (14.7 ± 0.59 years of age) who performed the total of 421 tactical actions. The subjects participated in regional and state championships, playing for a U-15 soccer team. The athlete and team selection, based on tactical, physical, and technical levels [17], was carried out by the teams’ head coach. As an inclusion criterion, all players must have participated in systemized training, with at least 3 training sessions per week, each lasting 1.5-hour.

**Experimental protocol**

Tactical and physical actions were evaluated in 2 separate periods, with an interval of 7 days between the assessments. In the first, control condition, the players participated in a soccer field test lasting 12 minutes, with a configuration of ‘goalkeeper + 3 vs. 3 + goalkeeper.’ In the second, mental fatigue condition, the subjects had to perform a cognitive task for 20 minutes [18] before realizing the ‘goalkeeper + 3 vs. 3 + goalkeeper’ that lasted 12 minutes. The interval between the ‘goalkeeper + 3 vs. 3 + goalkeeper’ and the Stroop task was approximately 40 seconds, this time being devoted to walking form the place of the Stroop task to the field. To avoid cognitive recovery, no warm-up was performed before the soccer field test.

In order to avoid any potential influences on game performance, the participants were not allowed to play any official soccer game for 48 hours before data collection. Moreover, they were advised not to realize any
type of vigorous physical exercise for 24 hours before the intervention, as well as to sleep 7 hours during the previous night. The players were also instructed not to consume any drinks containing alcohol or caffeine between the last meal (lunch) and the data collection. Field sessions started between 16:00 and 17:00, as the players took part in the training sessions of the team. The average temperature on the first day of data collection was 25.8°C with 62% relative humidity, and on the second day 19.6°C with 78% relative humidity.

Quality in tactical actions

The System of Tactical Assessment in Soccer (FUT-SAT) was used to collect data regarding the quality of the players’ tactical actions [19]. FUT-SAT provides information on tactical behaviour in game situations on the basis of soccer core tactical principles. This evaluation considers 10 core tactical principles in soccer: 5 of the offensive phase (penetration, offensive coverage, width and length, depth mobility, offensive unity) and 5 of the defensive phase (delay, defensive coverage, balance, concentration, defensive unity).

FUT-SAT comprises 2 macro-categories. The observation macro-category refers to variables based on tactical principles, the location of the action in the pitch, and the action result. The product macro-category is related to the tactical performance index (tPI), tactical actions, positive action percentage, and location of relative action to the principles. FUT-SAT utilized to describe the quality of tactical actions presents the percentage of positive actions performed by the players.

The FUT-SAT test was structured in a 36-meter long and 27-meter wide field (Figure 1), and conducted in 3 consecutive periods of 4 minutes, with the total duration of 12 minutes. While accomplishing the test, the subjects were divided into 2 teams, each with 3 outfield players (defender, midfielder, and attacker) and a goalkeeper (goalkeeper + 3 vs. 3+ goalkeeper). Each team had numbered vests of a unique colour. The participants were requested to play by the official game rules during the test. A period of 30 seconds for familiarization with the test was conceded.

To analyse the FUT-SAT field test data, procedures proposed by Teoldo et al. [19] were followed. After recording the test, the obtained video material was introduced, in a digital format, to a portable computer (DELL model Inspiron N4030, Intel Core™ i3 processor) via a USB cable and converted to an AVI file with the Format Factory video converter. For video management and analysis, the Soccer Analyzer® software was used. Match analysis was performed by a trained evaluator and subjected to the procedure and methods of the training process with the FUT-SAT.

Covered distance monitoring

During the soccer field test, 6 units of a global tracking device (SPI-HPU – GPSports®, Canberra) with an integrated triaxial accelerometer were used for data collection. Sampling frequency for the GPS was 15 Hz, whereas the integrated accelerometer was defined at 100 Hz. Once activated, the GPS unit calculated the precise distance covered on the basis of the receipt of satellite time and position data. During data collection, reception from at least 4 satellites was maintained to ensure acceptable accuracy, and the sky was clean. The intensity zones of the covered distance used in the study were: zone 1 (0–6.9 km/h), zone 2 (7–9.9 km/h), zone 3 (10–12.9 km/h), zone 4 (13–15.9 km/h), zone 5 (16–17.9 km/h), and zone 6 (≥ 18 km/h), as indicated by Aguiar et al. [20].

Stroop task

The purpose of the Stroop task was to induce the players’ mental fatigue by incongruous stimulation [21]. They had to verbalize the colour of the word and ignore its meaning. In this task, 4 words (‘red,’ ‘blue,’ ‘green,’ and ‘yellow’) were presented individually on a computer in a random order of the red, blue, green, and yellow colours, and the evaluated subject was to answer, verbally, each stimulus within 1 second. For example, when the word ‘red’ was presented in green, the correct response to be verbalized was ‘green.’

The task was executed in a closed environment, free from sound interference, and applied to all participants at the same moment. The players were seated in separate rooms and instructed individually by the researchers group, with standard task guidelines. In
total, the participants were subjected to 1200 stimuli within 20 minutes.

Statistical analysis

To obtain information on the sample, descriptive analysis was attained (mean and standard deviation). The normality of data distribution was tested with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For parametric data, paired t-test was utilized, and for non-parametric data, the Wilcoxon test was applied. In this analysis, the effect size was represented by Pearson’s r, with the following classifications: low (≤ 0.29), medium (0.30–0.49), and high (≥ 0.50) [22], and the confidence interval adopted was 95%.

For data generated by FUT-SAT, the test-retest method was used to verify the reliability coefficient between and within evaluators, in which Cohen’s kappa values were applied in the results description. An intra-rater reliability analysis was performed respecting the 21-day interval to avoid problems with the familiarity of the task. Out of the total of 421 tactical actions, 50 actions were analysed, representing 11.87% of the sample, amount higher than the reference (10%) established in the literature. The level of reliability found was 0.818 (ep = 0.054), situated among the ‘almost perfect’ values (0.81–1), which demonstrates a high level of intra-rater agreement. The significance level assumed was $p < 0.05$. For data processing, the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software for Windows, version 23.0, was used.

**Ethical approval**

The research related to human use has been complied with all the relevant national regulations and institutional policies, including the National Health Council resolution (466/2012), has followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and has been approved by the Research in Human Beings Ethics Committee (CAAE: 70049717.0.0000.5153).

**Informed consent**

Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study and their legal guardians. Data collection was performed with the consent of the team executives.

**Results**

Table 1 presents the data referring to the tactical action quality within the offensive and defensive principles in the control and mental fatigue conditions.

The results revealed a decrease in tactical action quality in mental fatigue conditions when compared with the control conditions in the ‘balance’ defensive tactical principle ($z(6) = –2.21; p = 0.02; r = 0.72$), ‘defensive unity’ ($t = 4.20; p < 0.01; r = 0.88$), and ‘defensive total’ ($z(6) = –2.20; p = 0.02; r = 0.78$).

Table 2 results present an increase in the distance covered in zone 3 ($t = –2.96; p = 0.03; r = 0.79$) and in zone 6 ($t = –5.87; p < 0.01; r = 0.93$) in mental fatigue conditions when compared with the control conditions. Although the difference was not significant, it is worth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offense principles</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Mental fatigue</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penetration</td>
<td>88.85 ± 13.21</td>
<td>91.56 ± 05.15</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive coverage</td>
<td>99.43 ± 01.41</td>
<td>97.17 ± 04.09</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth mobility</td>
<td>80.00 ± 24.49</td>
<td>88.89 ± 27.22</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width and length</td>
<td>97.76 ± 01.88</td>
<td>93.82 ± 08.47</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive unity</td>
<td>87.90 ± 07.08</td>
<td>92.87 ± 05.37</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive total</td>
<td>94.43 ± 02.80</td>
<td>93.53 ± 04.30</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant difference of $p < 0.05$; the confidence interval adopted was 95%
asserting that in mental fatigue, the players also covered greater total distances with lower speeds.

**Discussion**

The study aimed to verify the effects of mental fatigue in tactical actions quality and in the distance covered by soccer players in different intensities. The results indicated a decrease in action quality related to the defensive tactical principles of balance, defensive unity, and the total of defensive actions. Regarding the physical performance results, an increase of the distance covered in speeds corresponding to zone 3 (10–12.9 km/h) and of higher intensities (≥ 18 km/h) was observed.

The decrease in action quality referring to the tactical principles is related to the players’ exposure to mental fatigue. In this context, mental fatigue could not determine the capability of individuals in realizing tasks, but influenced the difficulty in maintaining high levels of performance [12]. Regarding tactical actions, the players’ exposure to mental fatigue caused a decrease in actions related to defensive principles, primarily in actions farther from the centre of play. The centre of play is the space where the game occurs with higher intensity and speed, and ball transmission among teammates is facilitated [23].

The tactical principle of balance has the purpose of assuring defensive organization by means of numbered equality or superiority of defensive players who are positioned between the ball and their own goal [24]. Poor quality of tactical actions within this principle does not offer safety to players involved in defensive actions inside the centre of play, leaving spaces uncovered, free passing lanes, and potential players to receive passes free from marking [23]. Yet, the defensive unity principle has strong connections with game understanding and player positioning organization [24]. This principle aims to ensure guiding lines that coordinate the players’ behaviour inside the centre of play.

An unskilled implementation of these actions does not provide the necessary organization so defensive players press the opposing team, allowing bigger spaces for the opposing players’ offensive organization [21].

Regarding the effects of mental fatigue on the possible indicators of tactical performance, a recent study by Coutinho et al. [15] investigated the effects of mental fatigue on players’ capability to coordinate team movements. The authors induced mental fatigue by a motor coordination task and observed some decrements on the team’s behavioural synchronization: lateral synchronization, dispersion, and contraction speed. Although this paper presented only indicators of collective behaviours, the results can be linked with the present study and provide an interesting insight to prospective studies in this area.

The results of the present study also revealed that players, when exposed to a mental fatigue condition, cover greater distances in speed corresponding to zones 3 and 6 (10–12.9 km/h and ≥ 18 km/h). Thus, it is possible to speculate that the increase of the covered distance in this intensity was a consequence of the decrease of action quality related to the defensive tactical principle. This happens because actions related to the defensive principles of balance and defensive unity are executed further away from the ball, demanding players’ approximation to the centre of play to enable adequate intervention. Consequently, it is understood that the increase in the covered distance in speed corresponding to zones 3 and 6 was a strategy assumed by the players, looking to compensate for the decrease in tactical action quality.

Relating to this strategy, Badin et al. [13] specify that small-sided games allow adjustments in game rhythm, as players look to balance the performance on the basis of different game situations. These authors also do not suggest a negative effect of mental fatigue on physical performance, however, in this condition, a decrease was noted in the quality of technical actions of passing, tackling, and dribbling. It is worth pointing out that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covered distance (m)</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Mental fatigue</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total distance</td>
<td>1316.83 ± 94.93</td>
<td>1398.02 ± 77.64</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 1 (0–6.9 km/h)</td>
<td>845.83 ± 62.58</td>
<td>811.09 ± 38.21</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 2 (7–9.9 km/h)</td>
<td>172.33 ± 37.20</td>
<td>190.50 ± 28.60</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 3 (10–12.9 km/h)</td>
<td>69.16 ± 11.09</td>
<td>81.67 ± 10.05</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 4 (13–15.9 km/h)</td>
<td>6.16 ± 03.49</td>
<td>6.17 ± 02.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 5 (16–17.9 km/h)</td>
<td>55.50 ± 17.66</td>
<td>65.17 ± 14.02</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zone 6 (≥ 18 km/h)</td>
<td>167.33 ± 41.16</td>
<td>242.66 ± 56.07</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant difference of \( p < 0.05 \)
the present study does not counter previous results in literature [10, 14] reporting that mental fatigue causes negative effects on endurance tests with constant load or in physical tests because, during a game, players are free to alter their pace and are not demanded maximum exercise.

Other studies in soccer indicate results opposite to this study, verifying that mental fatigue impairs physical performance. Negative effect on performance was found in intermittent running in physical treadmill tests, and a decrease of 16.3% of the covered distance was observed in the Yo-Yo intermittent recovery test, level 1. However, results from the use of physical tests with the purpose of verifying the effects of mental fatigue in physical performance should not be necessarily transferred to the game because they do not approach game situations environment. Badin et al. [13] displayed rules that modify the main objective of the game, such as 6 consecutive passes among players of a team to obtain one ‘point’ and absence of a goalkeeper. Moreover, their study prioritized conserving the internal logic and the official game rules, with the assumption that this would make the results a better illustration of the formal game conditions.

The hypothesis that mental fatigue caused negative effects on tactical action quality and intensity in the distance covered by players was confirmed. Studies show that mental fatigue impairs physical performance in such sports as running [25], cycling [26], and cricket [27], as well as in soccer physical tests [10, 14]. Although the results indicated an increase in the distance covered in speeds corresponding to zones 3 (10–12.9 km/h) and in higher intensity zones (≥ 18 km/h), we understand that covering greater distances in elevated speeds as a consequence of poor tactical actions can negatively influence soccer players’ performance.

In terms of practical implications, mental fatigue should be considered as a potential factor modifying tactical and physical actions in a soccer game. Beside the negative effects on tactical performance, mental fatigue almost induces players to cover greater distances with elevated speeds, which can cause greater difficulty in the recovery process during matches and in intervals between training and games [28], thus increasing the risk of muscle injury in players [29]. This information attracts attention to the importance of considering mental fatigue as a relevant variable in soccer.

The study limitations include the lack of data regarding the control of individual performance with respect to psychological indicators, as well the maturation status of the players. These data could provide additional information to help understand the behaviour displayed by the participants. Moreover, future research should replicate this experimental protocol with a greater sample to confirm the results. It is also necessary to consider individual thresholds of mental fatigue by controlling mental fatigue tasks. Thus, further studies should investigate associations among cognitive efficiency and impairments in tactical, technical, and physical performance in a soccer game.

Conclusions

The results suggest that mental fatigue impairs players’ performance, inducing them to apply poorly qualified defensive tactical actions and to cover greater distances in speeds corresponding to zones 3 (10–12.9 km/h) and 6 (≥ 18 km/h). Furthermore, it is concluded that mental fatigue alters the players’ movement dynamics in the field, which refers to tactical action quality and covered distance intensity.
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